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About the Seminar
The potential of curtain wall system has been widely recognized and accepted as a popular form of façade
in recent years. Curtain wall is no more unique to super high-rise commercial developments, but appears
more and more often on buildings for housing and public use. One of the keys to successful adoption of
curtain wall is the collaborations between façade engineers and designer from other disciplines. Thus, the
appreciation of curtain wall system is an important step towards better communications in design.
This seminar is to give an introduction of façade elements, the materials used, design and engineering
concepts and also help audience to better understand the terminologies used in the façade industry.
About the Speaker
Jane Shen has been working in façade industry for 15 years. She worked with a world class façade
contractor for more than a decade and is currently with Buro Happold façade team.
Jane has been involved in the façade design of two landmark skyscrapers in Hong Kong – Two International
Finance Centre (ifc2) and International Commerce Centre (ICC), as well as many major developments in
Hong Kong, Macau, Singapore, Tokyo etc Asian cities.
Official Language: English will be the official language.
CPD Certificates: This seminar is recommended for 1.0 CPD hour. Attendance certificate will be issued.
Free attendance but places are limited and priority will be given to Young Members Group (YMG)
members. Please completed the Online Registration Form, by 12:00 noon, 17th February 2017
(https://goo.gl/forms/zAN28cyiXy1u4SSy2)

For more information, please contact Dr. Alfred Fong at 2268-3244 or ymg@hkisc.org.
This seminar is co-organized by: Young Members Group - The Hong Kong Institute of Steel Construction,
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering - The Hong Kong Polytechnic University.

